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Abstract
The following thesis is a combination of research on the history offeminism
and magazines in America and a business plan with accompanying prototype for the
launch of a feminist magazine called Nouveau. The research took several months to
complete with the business plan and prototype requiring approximately one additional
academic year to finish. Based on research and general knowledge of the magazine
publishing industry, I found that there is a niche in feminist publications waiting to be
filled; Nouveau, which aims to redefine feminism for young professional women, will
fill that niche by presenting women with the option of a feminist publication that is
subtle, real and inoffensive.
The prototype following the research contains both concrete editorial content
and a minimal amount of dummy text. The editorial content is a result of an academic
year’s worth of work - they are actual stories with content based on real interviews,
research and reporting. The dummy text is an attempt to illustrate how the space
would be filled in the launched magazine in departments such as Letters to the Editor
that currently have no content. The rest of the editorial content is an attempt to show
the subject matter that will appear in the launched magazine. The feature “Hooked”
was inspired by the work of Laura Sessions-Stepp, staff writer for The Washington
Post, and is an expose on the world of“hooking up” among college students. It is
primarily set in Oxford, Miss, due to immediate availability of resources. “Madonnas
and Whores” is a research-based piece looking at the past and present treatment of
women in the print news media. “The Glass Ceiling” is a research-based look at
continuing discrimination against women in the workplace.
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Part One
A Brief History of Feminism and Magazines

k

When one combines the uncertain future of the magazine industry- and print
journalism in general- with what some might call the equally uncertain future of
American feminism, it doesn’t seem to be a recipe for success. The Internet is swiftly
replacing print media as a main source ofjournalism, news and entertainment in this
country, and the American women’s movement finds itself at a crossroads, fighting a
stigmatized label of a movement filled with elitist, negative and in some cases even
man-hating” women (Koch 1121, Clark 171). In this account of research into the
world of magazine publishing as well as into the contemporary women’s rights
movement, I will show how a feminist magazine can survive and be successful in a
world that seems to be steadily growing more and more weary both of print
journalism and of feminism.

The Future ofPrint Media

In

6444

Journalism Under Fire: Can the media regain the public’s trust?,” an

article published in The CQ in late 1998, Kathy Koch wrote that “new journalism
means moving away from newsprint to cyberspace and the emergence of a vastly
democratized journalistic free-for-all with previously unheard voices participating in
a debate once dominated by media elites”(Koch 1123). Reading this prediction now.
10 years later, the truth of it is startling. Evidence of this new journalism can be seen
all over the Internet. Anyone can have a blog, in which one can print one’s opinions
on any topic, including current events and news. Anyone can post a video to

YouTube.com, and anyone can put person information about themselves in the public
cyber sphere via sites like MySpace and Facebook. In 2007, it seems that anyone can
be a journalist, or at least claim to be one.
So with this revolution in American journalism, what is in store for print
journalism, specifically the magazine industry? In an article published in Brandweek
in March 2007(“What Magazine Will You be Reading in 10 Years?”), several top
names in the media industry discuss not only what magazines they think they will still
be reading in 10 years, but also their vision of what magazines will look like in 10
years. Ned Desmond, the president of Time, Inc. Interactive, said, “... one thing
editors will laugh about—those days, back at the turn of the century, when everyone
was confused about the difference between online editorials and print editorial. The
difference will be so clear by then.”
Andrew Swinand, president of Starcom USA,sums up the current outlook on
the future of magazines in the same article: “I think the question is: How will I be
reading my magazine in 10 years? The question is: Will I read it in a magazine, on a
computer, a digital tabloid or my phone? All of the above and more.” Robin
Steinberg, senior vice president of MediaVest USA,echoes this sentiment: “In 10
years, the magazine business will be vastly different. The consumer will be
connected to a brand, rather than a magazine per se, and interact with that brand’s
content however and whenever they choose.
Making a brand out of a singular product is one of the most important steps a
company must take to ensure long-term success, and magazines are no different. For
this reason, the success of Nouveau will be determined not only by the quality of the

magazine itself, but also by the potential for the content to be such that it is farreaching in both time and space. In other words, the feminist content of the magazine
must be able to reach out to feminists and non-feminists alike, in both print form and
other forms of multi-media, for years and years to come. But in order to accomplish
these goals, it is important to analyze what American feminism actually is and where
it is headed.
The Future ofFeminism

The future of American feminism is equally unsure. One might argue that the
main source of the crossroads at which modem feminism finds itself is the confusion
over the definition of the word itself(Clark 172). According to a survey performed in
1995, 71% of Americans favored the “movement to strengthen women’s rights,” but
only 51% favored the “feminist” movement(Clark 172). So when and where did
people stop associating feminism and the fight for women’s rights?
Many women hesitate to term themselves “feminists” because of the
stereotype of“strident women with unshaven legs who are lesbians or unhappy in
love”(Clark 172). Many different interest groups- often on opposite sides of the
political aisle- have adopted the term “feminism” and use it to promote their own
agendas. Some may think of feminists as unilaterally pro-choice, but Feminists for
Life would disagree. Many people think feminists support a ban on all forms of
pornography that degrade or show violence towards women; Feminists for Free
Expression argue otherwise. So what does it mean to be “feminist,” and from whence
did the pejorative stereotype of feminists as unhappy, man-hating, lesbians emerge?

Conservative political pundits bear a large part of the responsibility for
painting the name of feminism black (Clark 180). So-called “men’s rights” groups
have been around since the 1960s in retaliation to the feminist movement and have
contributed greatly to the negative stereotypes of feminists in this country. Frank
Bertels, the leader of the Men’s Liberation Foundation in Miami in 1998, was once
cited as saying,“The radical feminists’ 30-year war against men,family, housewives
and children, while promoting lesbianism and other world ills, has caused the decline
of the family, with irresponsible single ‘moms’ for the first time in 5,000 years raising
12-year-old murderers”(Clark 180). Popular conservative commentators such as
Rush Limbaugh- who popularized the term “feminazi” in reference to all feminists have also arguably contributed to the negative stereotyping of feminists in America.
With so many negative and incorrect stereotypes offeminists in America
today, it is important to present a clear definition of what feminism is and what a
feminist does. While it is true that there are several different branches, and different
people with disparate beliefs claim the term “feminist,” it is important to stress some
core beliefs that can be ternied universally “feminist.” The easiest and most basic
such definition is the belief in the “inherent equality of men and women and ensuring
the widest range of opportunities for women and men”(Clark 172). This definition is
possibly the one that gives feminism as a movement the most hope for the future.
because it is broad enough to attract a wide range of people, but it is also very basic.
One might argue that it would be quite difficult to find many people in modem
America that doesn’t believe women and men to be equal and deserving of the same

opportunities in the workforce. This definition is also the one that will be used as the
basis for Nouveau^ which I will now discuss in more detail.

Nouveau: Introduction

As shown, the future of magazines is leaning more and more towards multimedia brand recognition and less toward print-only forms of entertainment. The
future offeminism is unclear but certainly depends on the mass media - including
magazines - redefining “feminism” and debunking currently held beliefs about
feminist stereotypes. Keeping both these things in mind, the first edition of Nouveau
will be slated to launch in the spring of 2009. It will be a monthly publication
distributed to various newsstands across the country, with subscriptions available.
The magazine will never become available by subscription only, because its main
function in society is to redefine modem American feminism and make it more
approachable for young women.
The title for Nouveau is inspired by the need for a “new” commonplace
definition of feminism in America, a fresh look at feminism itself Feminism in
present-day America can be confusing, as detailed earlier - there is no shortage of
different types of feminism and, unfortunately, different stereotypes offeminism. But
there is a certain mystique that surrounds the original, core beliefs of feminists: The
belief in the fundamental rights of women as equal to those of men. The belief that
the so-called “role” of women in society was not to be determined by men or anyone
else. Many young women today have lost sight of first and second-wave feminist

doctrine, and most probably don’t even fully know what those women believed or
fought for.
Nouveau is an effort to demystify core feminist beliefs while making it clear
that the feminist cause is one that most reasonable, moderate individuals could
support. The magazine’s design and content will be the exact opposite of Bitch and
Bust magazines, which are abrupt and somewhat callous in their messages. Young
American women are tired of the mantra,“We are feminists. You’re either with us or
against us.” They are interested in their rights as female citizens but not interested in
the so-called feminist stereotype.
This magazine will not be for the angry feminist; it will be thought-provoking
and aimed at getting women to analyze not only their own beliefs and goals but also
the very nature of the society in which we live. What kind of message do harsh,
abrasive feminist publications send to the majority-male society? I would argue that
they cause more backlash against women than they cause positive consequences for
women. It’s true that they cater to a specific niche offeminists, but they also exist for
all of society to see. They see “bitch” and “feminist” on the cover of a magazine and
because of the relationship between the term “bitch” and our present-day society.
automatically equate feminism with angry, hateful women. While some women may
see this distancing from the majority-male society as the goal, I would argue that it is
in fact detrimental to the average woman’s daily life, which is the exact opposite of
the core goals of the original feminist movement.
I plan to include in Nouveau ways to make the magazine interactive and vital
in real-life activities. These will include not only links to multi-media outlets on the

Internet but also small ways of fitting feminist activism into a hectic everyday
schedule. Because of the long-standing androcentric nature of our societal
institutions, the modem American woman, who finds herself constantly trying to
balance a career, family, love life, social life and other activities, has little to no free
time to devote to activism, even if she deeply cares about the cause. An effective way
of changing the status quo. which Nouveau will directly challenge, is emphasizing the
power of one. With Nouveau, I hope to provide women with the tools they need to be
able to enact change in their worlds- no matter how small. It could be something as
simple as perforated cut-out cards with the message,“Women are people too” that
readers could tear out and leave in restaurants or on the subway. Those are not
included in the prototype that follows this research, but they are certainly real
possibilities. Every little bit counts when the battle you fight is often subtle or
completely silent.

?

Part Two
The Magazine

Mission Statement

“Feminism” is not a dirty word and Nouveau can show readers why. A lot of
young Americans, even college-educated young career people, think that feminism is
a harsh, distant philosophy they can’t relate to at all. Nouveau can show a generation
of young women that you don’t have to be harsh or extreme in order to be a feminist;
it can be the magazine that familiarizes young women with feminism and makes them
realize they can be feminists and still be normal and have normal lives.
Nouveau is a magazine that will be wanted by American consumers because it
is a mainstream approach to a way of looking at life - namely, that women should be
treated as complete equals at home, in the workplace and in society as a whole - that
is often thought of as falling on the fringe of society. It’s a magazine that aims to
redefine feminism for the average American consumer and make it something people
can talk about at the dinner table.
People will also want to read Nouveau because it is going to be an attractive,
subtly designed magazine that people will be curious about and want to read. They
will then equate feminism with the non-offensive design of the publication, thus
redefining it in their minds — which is the purpose of the publication. Readers don’t
consciously look at the design of any magazine and use their judgment of it to
determine the meaning of the content of the publication — but design does affect the
way readers view a magazine, and the design of any publication also often reflects the
tone of the content. Bitch, for example, tends to have a more vibrant, abrasive and
almost neon approach to their design - this design theme reflects the tone of their

content, which is one that is equally loud, abrasive and in your face. Readers will
come to associate the subtle, sparing design of NOUVEAU with mainstream
feminism, because, as stated earlier, the purpose ofthe publication is to redefine
feminism for the modem American career woman as a mode of thought that is neither
extreme nor alienating. The design will help to accomplish this goal.
Nouveau is a magazine that will redefine today’s feminism. It is for young
women, ages 21 to 27, who have college degrees, are starting their careers and care
about the real issues affecting women today: in politics, in relationships, in the
business world and at home. Approaching everything from a fresh feminist
perspective. Nouveau is not your mother’s brand offeminism.
Nouveau personified is a 23-year-old woman of above-average income who
lives in New York City or some other large city in the United States. She has a fairly
liberal mindset and is fairly established in her career. She is a feminist — in other
words, she cares about gender equity. She is well educated, smart and witty.
Her voice is smart, witty and serious(when she needs to be), not abrasive. Her
values are liberal, humanitarian and subtle. She values microactivism. Her vision is
one of redefining feminism for young women today—^the anti-Bitch magazine. The
magazine will redefine feminism as approachable, reasonable and achievable.
Nouveau^ in layperson’s terms, is the following.

I. Nouveau is a magazine for young, college-educated women who are focused
on their careers but also know the importance of other aspects of their lives:
relationships, personal finance and just having a fulfilled life outside of work.

2. Nouveau is a magazine most similar to Ms. Magazine, Bust magazine. Vanity
Fair in content, audience and presentation, respectively.
3. It’s different from these other magazines because it looks at everything from a
feminist perspective (unlike Vanity Fair) and it’s not as harsh or extreme as
well-known feminist publications like Ms. dxi^Bust.
4. The audience is young women, ages 21 - 28, who are college-educated and
pursuing successful careers but are also interested in maintaining a healthy life
outside of their jobs.
5. The unique selling feature is that my magazine will be attractive, subtle and
will look like any other high-class magazine on the racks, but will have an
alternative perspective.
6. In 10 years. Nouveau will be a publication on par with magazines like those
produced by Conde Nast- with a strong reputation and a strong presence in
the marketplace. Especially with the prospect of a female president this year,
making feminism a mainstream way ofthought is not only a possibility but
also a likelihood. In 10 years Nouveau will also be a complete brand, with a
well-known Web site and other ventures - such as sponsoring various forms of
activism.
7. There really is a hole in the market right now for women who are on the
professional track and not so much interested in hackneyed sex tips, make-up
and trendy diets, a la Cosmopolitan. Nouveau will fill that hole; it will provide
young women with tips they need for their professional lives while also

acknowledging the importance of other cultural aspects of life: relationships,
fashion, health, decorating, politics, etc.
8. Nouveau is only similar to Ms. and other feminist publications in that it has a
feminist perspective. It is not as political and it doesn’t deny advertisers like
Ms. The goal is to make feminism more mainstream, so that people don’t
automatically equate feminist magazines with extreme publications like Bust
and Bitch.

Competition Analysis

On its Web site, the Feminist Majority Foundation lists 42 magazines that it
classifies as “feminist.” Ms., Bitch and Bust are among the most well-known of the
magazines listed, along with several specialty publications such as American Women
Road and Travel^ an automotive and travel magazine for women, and Bamboo Girl, a
magazine for “Asian Pacific Islander girls who don’t fit into the mainstream.” Also
listed are several gay and lesbian publications such as The Advocate, Girlfriends and
Out(Web 1).
Bitch magazine is described by the Feminist Majority Foundation as a “forum
to critique sexist images in media and to create positive images of women and
feminists — by reclaiming the ‘bitch’ in us all”(Web 1). Bust is described as “the
colorful, tongue-in-cheek, sassy, feminist magazine of choice for ‘girls who know that
Vogue is vapid. Glamour is garbage, and Cosmo is clueless’’’(Web 1). Ms. is

described as a magazine that delivers “feminist coverage of reproductive rights,
popular culture, and politics”(Web 1).
Bust magazine is the major competition ^or Nouveau because it has similar
attributes in three different areas: content, audience and advertising base. According
to its Web site. Bust is a magazine that contains a “refreshing variety of women’s
interests, including pop culture, music, crafting, fashion, sex, news, and celebrity
interviews” for women who are “bright and cutting-edge”(Web 2). No information
was available on the audience demographics for Bust. Their advertisers are not as
mainstream as I want for my magazine, but they are significant nonetheless.
Nouveau will be different because it will focus less on pop culture and more
on business and career concerns women have. There will not be any celebrity
interviews like in Bust. Also Bust magazine takes a humorous, biting slant on most
issues, and Nouveau^ while witty and smart, will be more serious. My advertisers will
be more mainstream; I hope to have ads in Nouveau that you would see in any Conde
Nast publication. The most similar aspect between Bust and Nouveau is the
audience; women who read Bust would be interested in reading Nouveau. Nouveau
will have a different voice though, and women who are tired of Bust’s tongue-incheek voice will appreciate the voice of Nouveau.
Ms. magazine is perhaps the most well-known of the feminist publications.
and it is going to be a minor competition for Nouveau. Ms. is probably the oldest
feminist magazine, certainly in the United States and possibly in the world. Started in
1972, it came out at the height of third-wave feminism, which was represented in the
media by women such as Gloria Steinem, who actually founded the magazine and

served as editor for about 15 years. The publication embodied the atmosphere of
feminism at the time, which was all about women’s political and legal rights - to
abortion, to contraceptives, to equal pay, to basic human rights.
The name of the magazine actually came from the debate over what women
should be called; '‘Mr.” was obviously the only name used to address men, and it had
no implications about their marital status. But women had “Miss” and “Mrs..” which
were both directly tied to marital status. “Ms.” was an attempt to create a title for
women that was entirely free of marital implications. The name apparently stuck, and
so did the voice, content and mission of the magazine, because it is still around today,
being published seasonally.
The voice of Ms. magazine is still one reminiscent of when it debuted in 1972
- highly political, aggressive and demanding, one-minded. Ms. comes across as
having one goal: helping women achieve equality in the world. It’s appropriate that
the voice of the magazine hasn’t changed much, because even though women have
made certain strides toward political equality, the situation is not nearly as improved
as it should be. Birth control is not covered by many insurance companies, women are
still on average paid 70 percent of what a man is paid for the same work and abortion
is still not legal in many places. Ms. still takes on these issues and others with a stem
feminist perspective; its voice also sounds very adult, like a woman in her 50s who
knows the rights she should have and the rights she has long been denied.
The mission of Ms. magazine also remains largely the same, though changing
to suit specific differences in the world. The mission, as stated earlier, is to help
ensure equality for all people - not just the equality of women and men in the world.

but also the equality of all the races, all different levels ofincome, etc. For example,
cover lines on the

anniversary July/August 1987 edition include “The Marriage
99 ii

Trap,” “Teen Lust,

A Petition on Sexual Abuse,” Reproductive Rights” and “Work

and Family.” Many of these things are still issues that women face and still need to be
addressed. The Spring 2007 issue that came out in April of that year includes cover
lines like “Rising up to Stop Global Warming,” “Toxic Racism in NY & New
Orleans,” “Iraqi Women Betrayed” and “Playing Politics with HPV.” It’s evident that
the issues are quite different but the mission is the same: Ms. takes on the major
issues that affect women all over the world at that time.
The content of Ms. varies from issue to issue with one common theme: all the
stories cover major political issues that affect women. It is true that many of the
stories affect mostly women, but some, such as the Spring 2007 cover story about
global warming, obviously affect all people. The content of Ms. tends to take a
feminist look at issues that affect everyone. In actuality things like reproductive rights
and family care rights do affect everyone, not just women. Ms. presents these issues
in ways that relate them to women specifically, but it’s also obvious that they relate to
everyone. Another interesting fact is that Ms. Magazine publishes without paid ads,
and has since 1989. A subscription is $25 a year.

Audience Analysis

The following audience analysis is based on the 2000 U.S. census(Web 3).

Total U.S population: 281,421,906
Number of women nation-wide between ages 21 and 30: About 58,855,725
Number of women living by themselves: 12,900,103
Total number of women ages 21-30 living inside metropolitan areas: About
48,554,996
Number of women living by themselves inside metropolitan areas: 10.635,000
Total number of women ages 21-30 living inside metropolitan areas, inside
central cities: About 21,301,129

The estimated population of people who would be interested in reading
Nouveau - the maximum target audience - based on the last set of data from the 2000
census, is about 21 million people, or about 7.5 percent of the total population of the
United States and approximately 36 percent ofthe relevant population of women in
the United States.

n

Part Three
The Future

Ink on paper is not going to be enough iox Nouveau. As a new launch, it will
take the Web site (http://www.nouveaumag.com) a while to get off the ground, but
once the magazine is established as a print brand, the staff will focus more attention
on Internet ventures. The goal is eventually to have an entire staff of people dedicated
to Nouveau online. The main focus of this launch will certainly be the print version of
the magazine; but we hope to expand the brand, once it is established, into online and
other spheres.
The Web content for Nouveau will be aimed at a similar audience as the print
publication. It will have a similar design theme - subtle yet effective. The logo, etc.
will be the same because by the time the Web site takes off, the brand name will be
somewhat established and the logo should be well recognized. Research tends to
show that different people read the Web sites of magazines than read the actual print
publications; however. Nouveau will try to reach the same audience in either medium.
Anyone interested in real-life issues with a feminist perspective will be interested in
reading the magazine and also browsing the Web site.
The print version of Nouveau would not simply be repeated on the Web site.
The site will contain original content and Web-oriented content like short advice
columns, blogs from the editorial staff, photos, user-generated content and videos.
The general content of the print version of Nouveau lends itself to the Web site, but
repeating the content on the Web site is not an option; ideally we will drive the
audience from the print magazine to the Web site and vise versa.
More magazine publishing companies are expanding their Web sites,
designing them as portals for additional content as opposed to strictly a digital

representation of their print publications. For example, Epicurious.com is Conde
Nast’s digital version of Gourmet and Bon Appetit magazines, but it is also a portal
for all things related to food - recipes, menus and community submissions. In the
future. Nouveau will be a similar online portal to all things feminism.
Hopefully the online home of Nouveau will be extremely audience-interactive,
giving Nouveau readers the chance to contribute not only to the Web site but also to
the print version of the magazine. The print publication will include a “Letters to the
Editor” department, and most of the letters will be chosen from those submitted on
the online portal. Online message boards will give Nouveau readers the opportunity to
converse with one another on topics that are pertinent to women of all ages who call
themselves feminists. In this way the Web site would be different from the print
publication - the message boards will contain topics such as women’s health care,
marriage and childcare, which are clearly issues pertinent to people older than the
optimum age range for the audience of the print publication.
The prototype that follows is a sampling of what the premier issue of Nouveau
will look like, minus a couple of the departments, including Relationships, Dress,
Politics, Home and Fern Lit. Included in this prototype are three sample covers, as
well as samples of advertisements that will appear in Nouveau. The advertising goal is
for most of the advertisers to be mainstream; advertisers will be attracted to the wide
scope of Nouveau's audience, despite a topic that seems more niche. Because of the
publication’s goal of redefining feminism for the average American, Nouveau also
hopes to advertise for less mainstream companies such as non-profits and charities.
With the present popularized nature ofthese types of companies, Nouveau foresees no

difficulties in marrying the two types of advertising: mainstream consumer products
and non-profit/ charity companies.
In the future, when Nouveau is a profitable publication, we hope to be able to
fund not-for-profit advertising as well as including trade advertisements for other
feminist/socially aware magazines; for example. Nouveau would include an
advertisement for Need magazine, and vise versa. This prototype includes 12
advertisements, slightly more than 25 percent of total pages. Many successful
magazines have higher ad rates, but launches rarely have many ads; therefore, this
prototype includes significantly more editorial pages than advertisement pages.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the research done for this project shows that there is a niche in
the market waiting to be filled and that Nouveau can fill it. The niche is for feminist
publications that aren’t either too politically focused or garish and loud in their
designs. Nouveau^ as the prototype aims to show, will be cleanly designed, full-color
and printed on high quality glossy paper, so that when a reader picks it up and flips
through it, it will be immediately distinct in her mind from all the other feminist
magazines on the newsstand. It is our sincere hope that, for the betterment of
American society, the place of women therein and the magazine industry overall, the
panel will accept this proposal and assist in the publication of the launch. Thank you
for your time.

1
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Over one billion people around the world lock clean woler. Join me in my partnership with
Ethos Woler and H20 Africa ond make a difterence In the world water crisis. Every time you buy
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a bottle of Ethos, money goes to help provide children with the access to ^ean
wafer they need. So if you choote to drink bottled vroief, please .(jhpos*' t® moke
o differptjee. To leurn monti- visit eihoswater.coni.

|

Every Bottle Makes a Difference.”
>■

Ethos is a (aroud supporter of "Running Thfe Sahpro.":^ fh^ters this spring.
A donation of

f^^«^r/bolHe of Ethos sold toward the Ethos Woter Fund goal of donating $10 million by 2010.
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om eju is more than Just a new magazine. It is a new
magtizine publi.slied s(xx-ific-ally \t ith you in mind,
'i ou: intelligent, ambitious, kning.fun. pmfe.ssional
woman. It you Iia\ e pieked tliis mag.17.ine up off tlie
newsstand, you are one or all ofthe.se things. If you
ha\e pureha.sed this magizine. I thank you. And I eneourage you to
read fiinher.
Ifyou pieked up this magazine. ehaiKxs are >ou are alre.id\
an a\ it! reader of an\ number ofother womens magazities that offer
intelligent. thought-pro\ oking content. W'e at.Xoiweau c-an offer you
more. We eare aliour the real issues that affect\ou— topics include
e\ entiling from how to follow v arious career paths to how to build
a smmg wardrobe to how to deal with relationship problems. We
know that vou cannot lx* depamiientalized as a human being—you
eare about youi- e-aieer, your eare about equalitv', you care about poli
tics. ,-\nd you also care about your family, tiiends and free time..-\nd
.so do we.
Tliat’s why were here. Our team oftalented, innovative,car
ing individuals - most ofthem successllil career women themselves
- is here to biing you the i.ssues you caie about in a beautiful. ea.sv to-iead fonnat. 1.00k to page 36 ftir an in-depth look at the vv age gap
and how it can (and will) affect you. no matter w hat your ctireer. for
this stoiT our team of rejxirters did .some .serious research into the
national numlxi-s. and you should expect to be more.shcx'ked than
you think you will be.
Or nirn to page 40 for a featui'e on hooking up in college and
how it can affect your future relationships. Laura .Session.s-.Stepp.
a W'ashington Po.st reporter and viitual expeit on young women’s
pereonal lives,spoke to us e.vciusively about the i.ssue. On page 4S
v oull find a feature on the histoiy ofthe American news media's pi esentation of women as well as how that pre.sentation has evolv ed - or
devolved - in present times. Prior to these longer feamers, vou w ill
find sev'eral departments cov eiing pi'ofe.ssional advice,fashion, rela
tionships and other infomiarion we think you w ill find highly relevant
to vour life.
'fliank }'ou again for giving us some of youi'valuable time.
Vou will not be disappointed.

Meghan C Blalock
Editor In Chief
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New Definity Sleep Croait^
lOut restorative sleep.
This cream restores luminositv
^s skin tone, reducing
the look of discoloration and wrinkles. also mends the look
of past damage.* You may be sleeping, biji we’re hard at work,
●Hydrates to reduce the look of discoloration and wrinkles

Love the skin you're in.’
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A personalized skin care consultation a^^●alts you @ OlayForYou .com
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dear INffuveau,
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aliquam
tincidunt tortor nec felis. Aenean
ac magna. Proin convallis neque in
lectus. Donee metus massa, laoreet
ut, mollis quis, vestibulum at, nibh.
Curabitur justo. Aenean scelerisque
temper purus. Fusee in lectus auctor
arcu volutpat vulputate. Maecenas
nec quam. Nulla facilisi. Sed pulvinar
commodo ligula. Nunc sit amet metus.
Curabitur pretium ultrices nisi. Nam
nec sem nec orci fringilla cursus. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Sincerely,
Sally, 26, New York
Dear Nouveau,
Maecenas placerat pede nec
nisi. Mauris id risus id nunc laoreet
molestie. Curabitur porta dui sed est.
Ut accumsan. Fusee a ipsum. Etiam
semper vulputate nibb. Fusee posuere
volutpat justo. Phasellus magna
mauris,laoreet vel, luctus non, auctor
12

ac, est. Mauris malesuada. Etiam
scelerisque lectus egestas metus.
Mauris vel sapien a nunc tristique
vehicula. Donee nisi libero, eleifend
sodales,ornarenec,imperdietnec,nisl.
Phasellus interdum eleifend quam. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst. Sed
in quam nec odio nonummy auctor.
Phasellus diam nunc, vehicula et,
lacinia adipiscing, varius nec, risus.
Donee varius est a augue. Aliquam vel
eros. Proin congue, metus quis feugiat
porta, libero ligula tristique mauris,
sit amet rutrum felis felis a quam.
Cras arcu urna, eleifend non, ultrices
sagittis, ullamcorper nec, enim.
Sincerely,
Lisa, 25, Atlanta
Dear Nouveau,
Fusee
dignissim.
Phasellus
posuere libero eu urna. Ut viverra,
ligula ut mollis iaculis, libero
dolor eleifend diam, condimentuin
tristique nunc metus sit amet libero.
Morbi ac orci id nunc nonummy

consectetuer. Sed bibendum felis non
purus. Vestibulum pharetra volutpat
arcu. Nulla nisi magna, convallis
at, fermentum ut, semper nec, nisi.
Phasellus interdum. Etiam velit.
Maecenas pulvinar, ipsum sit amet
suscipit ornare, lacus nunc vehicula
sapien, quis luctus odio arcu eget
felis. Suspendisse fringilla dolor sed
ligula. Aliquam est ante, tincidunt
in, elementum semper, puhdnar sed,
elit. Vivamus vel elit. Praesent massa
magna, imperdiet in, hendrerit in,
sodales sed, arcu. Nam at arcu
Sincerely,
Megan, 23, Boston,
Dear Nouveau,
Nulla lacus. Curabitur at nisi
non elit consectetuer blandit. Morbi
mattis nonummy velit. Pellentesque
nonummy. Aenean ligula tellus,
hendrerit quis, tincidunt nec, dictum
vitae, sem. Fusee nulla orci, venenatis
sed, interdum a, gravida dictum,
purus. Donee ac nisi nec metus

porttitor consectetuer. Morbi
pede. Vestibulum mollis lobortis
arcu. Vestibulum facilisis nulla non
justo. Vivamus nibh. Mauris sapien
ante, porttitor in, dapibus a, semper
a, turpis. Suspendisse quis orci.
Morbi at odio. Duis pellentesque,
diam at tempor suscipit, mauris nisi
placerat tellus, quis fermentum eros
ante eu orci.
Sincerely,
Rachel, 22, Los Angeles
Dear Nouveau,
Vestibulum risus. Curabitur id
orci non est porttitor pharetra. Etiam
euismod rutrum ipsum.Cras porttitor
nulla. Curabitur molestie. Donee pede
est, vptibulum ut, semper sit amet,
ultricies id, urna. Donee scelerisque.
Duis dapibus. Donee id metus. Donee
a augue id odio convallis congue. In
hac habitasse platea dictumst. Donee
placerat metus eget elit. Cras et
augue eu sapien faucibus dignissim.
Vivamus ultricies neque. Sed eros
diam, ultrices nec, aliquam cursus,
tincidunt sed, nisi.
Thank you,
Anastassia, 24, Miami
Dear Nouveau,
Sed ac augue. Integer ultrices,
nibh non faucibus egestas,diam tortor
bibendum dui, at nonummy odio
lorem vel sapien. Pellentesque sed
eros pharetra mi hendrerit venenatis.
Nulla dapibus iaculis dolor. Phasellus
rhoncus posuere metus. Sed varius,
enim in elementum ultrices, turpis
ipsum porta sapien, ut adipiscing
turpis dui eget augue. Sed mattis
lacus vitae odio. Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. In facilisis diam. Fusee tempus
semper erat. Integer turpis mauris,
egestas vel, mollis sit amet, sodales
id, risus. Mauris ante sapien, pretium
ac, blandit pellentesque, commodo
in, risus. Fusee ultricies tortor at
nulla tincidunt viverra. Sed pulvinar.
Pellentesque ullamcorper hendrerit
mauris. Maecenas sollicitudin eros
non quam. Curabitur feugiat mattis
nibh. Integer blandit.
With thanks,
Willow, 23, Dallas
Dear Nouveau,
Aenean placerat accumsan dui.
Aenean eros. Vestibulum sed mi id
dolorporttitormolestie.Proineleifend
diam vitae sem. Morbi mollis, felis
consequat rhoncus adipiscing, lectus
sem ultrices sem, quis auctor dui

nunc ac leo. Mauris in eros. Aliquam
malesuada. Aenean id sem ac quam
lobortis vestibulum. In tellus erat,
varius fringilla, viverra quis, gravida
sit amet, felis. Sed congue adipiscing
libero. Nulla posuere nisi et nisi,
Integer elementum elit vitae elit.
Vivamus feugiat nulla. Pellentesque
habitant morbi tristique senectus et
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis
egestas. Donee tristique convallis
metus. Cras bibendum. Praesent at
ante.
Sincerely,
Shannon, 27, Birmingham

Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in
faucibusorciluctusetultricesposuere
cubilia Curae; Maecenas congue,
ipsum non suscipitfermentum,purus
ligula tempus dolor, non fringilla
pede quam sed magna. Etiam sit
amet magna. Fusee ornare, nulla ut
pretium rhoncus, nunc turpis suscipit
enim, eget vehicula dui nisi laoreet
elit. Duis tincidunt tristique quam.
Pellentesque non justo. Pellentesque
adipiscing.
Sincerely,
Sara, 28,Seattle

Dear Nouveau,
Cras accumsan enim sit amet mi.
Pellentesque viverra, eros ut blandit
varius, elit mauris consectetuer
nisi, id gravida quam arcu ac urna.
Integer mi. In felis. Curabitur raassa
erat, accumsan nec, elementum
scelerisque, sodales id, magna. Duis
pretium dui quis orci. Nam a mauris
eget neque consectetuer adipiscing.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis
in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Integer eget
quam egestas enim imperdiet rutrum.
Fusee mollis erat vel leo. Praesent
molestie vestibulum mi. Vivamus leo
nisi, faucibus sit amet, volutpat sed.
Dear Nouveau,
accumsan eu, nulla. Nunc ac tuq)is.
Proin ipsum. Aliquam sagittis Injustoerat, molestie a,dictum vitae,
nibh a est. Nulla porttitor vulputate omare non, arcu. Fusee arcu.
dolor. Proin sit amet orci eu dui
With sincere thanks,
sollicitudin vulputate. Cras a neque.
Bobbie, 30, New York
Pellentesque hendrerit nulla id lacus.
Dear Nouveau,
Nullam dolor risus, interdum a,
Maecenas
placerat
pede
interdum ut, adipiscing et, massa.
nisi.
Mauris
id
risus
id
nunc
Nam ullamcorper molestie est. Duis nec
rutrum. Duis volutpat risus eget laoreet molestie. Curabitur porta
diam. Cras eu augue. Aenean erat. dui sed est. Ut accumsan. Fusee
Aenean suscipit tellus quis tortor. a ipsum. Etiam semper vulputate
Praesent consequat. Ut nulla diam, nibh. Fusee posuere volutpat justo.
rutrum sodales, auctor sed, vehicula Phasellus magna mauris, laoreet vel,
in, urna. Donee ut ante sagittis odio luctus non, auctor ac, est. Mauris
sodales hendrerit.
malesuada. Etiam scelerisque lectus
Sincerely,
egestas metus. Mauris vel sapien
Marti, 23, Richmond
a nunc tristique vehicula. Donee
nisi libero, eleifend sodales, ornare
Dear Nouveau,
nec, imperdiet nec, nisi. Phasellus
Donee libero arcu, lobortis interdum eleifend quam. In hac
vitae, iaculis ut, rutrum ac, ligula. habitasse platea dictumst. Sed in
Vestibulum non sem. Ut blandit quam nec odio nonummy auctor.
viverra velit.Suspendisse ullamcorper Phasellus diam nunc, vehicula et.
commodo odio. In nunc velit, lacinia adipiscing, varius nec, risus.
volutpat et, placerat nec, adipiscing Donee varius est a augue. Aliquam
non, ipsum. Duis et purus eget arcu vel eros. Proin congue, metus quis
tincidunt tempor. Maecenas tristique feugiat porta, libero ligula tristique
libero vel felis. Cras suscipit tincidunt mauris, sit amet rutrum felis felis a
odio. Sed justo urna, commodo et, quam. Cras arcu urna, eleifend non,
aliquet vel, ullamcorper non, nisi, ultrices sagittis, ullamcorper nec,
Mauris tincidunt leo. Vestibulum enim.
suscipit nibh eu est. Curabitur purus.
Sincerely,

Sed

justo urna,
CO mmodo
et, aliquet

ullamcdrper
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Legislation causes birth
control price increase
on American campuses
1}\ Mci;liun Hhilnc'k

f

Students on eollege eampuses aeross
the country who now pay only SI 5 for
a paek of birth control pills w ill pay as
much as S50 for the same paek after
December.
The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005,
a federal law that took effect this

were denied.
health
Student
eenters aeross the
state are now feeling
the effeets of the

past January, made it more eostly for
pharmaceutical
companies to offer
colleges and universities discounts on
birth control, which many did before.
Because many campuses, including Ole
Miss, ordered ahead large quantities of
the discount birth control when they

pharmacy supervisor
at Mississippi State University, said they
are letting students purchase up to a year
of discount birth control prescriptions at
a time so they can get all their refills at
once.
“We still have three in stock at a

heard the legislation passed, they still
have a supply of them
but only until
around December.
“We ordered up a couple of years’
worth for some of the (discount)

lower price that are still available this
year; Ortho Tri-Cyelen® Lo, Desogen®
and Cyclessa at SIO per pack.” Barrett
said. “We really haven’t had that many
complaints, but it’s not great to not
have anything available at a discounted
price.
Barrett said that most students they
serve at the health center at MSU have
health insurance so the price increase
wouldn’t affect them as much. However,
that’s not the case with all students.
Students who can’t afford birth control

products, and at least a year on all of
the products.” Sandra Bentley, director
of the University of Mississippi student
pharmacy, said, “We have at least six
months to a year of Desogen® and Ortho
Tri-Cyelen®, just an estimate.”
As they run out of the discount birth
control, some student health eenters
across the country are discontinuing
their stocks of it. Bentley said they have
no such plans, and will continue to stock
the birth control at retail price.
“We are no longer considered eligible
for that (discount) pricing,” Bentley
said, So students that were paying $15
for a brand name product before will
now pay retail price, about $50. So $15
to $50 is a huge jump.”
Bentley said they don’t regularly run
numbers on how many people get oral
contraceptives from the student health
center. Requests for numbers to be run
|6

legislation as well.
Shannon Barrett, the

at retail price (about $22 to $55 a paek
depending on the brand. Barrett said)
and who don’t want to put it on their
health insurance plans can switch to the
generic versions, which are the same
medication manufactured by a different
company and generally cost less.
“A lot of the students that have lost
their pricing on their products, there’s
a lot of products that have generics,”
Bentley said. “That is helping students
to adjust; most of the generics we sell
for $20."
Celeste Tisdale, pharmacy manager

of the

student

health

center

at

the

University of Southern Mississippi, said
they too stocked up on discount birth
control when they heard the legislation
had passed.
“I did order ahead in January,”
Tisdale said. "When I got word that the
price was going to go up. we stocked up
on several of our birth control pills. We
have enough probably to last us until the
end of the year
Ortho Tri-Cyelen®,
Desogen® and Cyclessa. We’ll run out
by the end of year. After that point we’re
going to have to go to ordering generic
and not marking them up very much.”
Tisdale said that before the change in
legislation, students could buy a pack
of pills for an average of SI2. Now, she
said, it’s going to cost anywhere from
S25 to $45 per pack.
Laura Sessions-Stepp. a staff writer
for The Washington Post and author of
“Unhooked; How Young Women Pursue
Sex, Delay Love and Lose at Both.” said
that she thinks the legislation will not
affect young people’s sexual activities,
but rather will affect how they get birth
control.
“Women who can afford the pills
or whose parents will pay for them
will continue to get them some w'ay,”
Sessions-Stepp said. “But there arc
going to be a lot of young women who
jn
think that is going to be outrageous

Dr. Mary Carruth. director of the Isom Center for Women s
Studies, said she found the legislation alarming and that it

price aiul the\ may in fact go to Plan
or just use
coiuloms, I don't see them having less sex. I think it's just
going to make it more difficult for young women to prevent
pregnancy."
Plan Bk. a popular brand of emergency contraception
offered hv student health centers across the state, is now

laws that hurt the vulnerable populations, young women, poor

available over-the-counter and is not affected by the current
legislation. Ihe CM student health center offers it for S30
after tax. Bentlev said.

women. It's a gradual taking away of women's access to birth
control."
For more information about the UM student health services.

might cause more unplanned pregnancies on campus.
"This is just part of a general pattern over the last ten
" Carruth said. "Federal policies enforcing rules and
years,

Sexual assault kits done regularly at most hospitals
Hv -Meghan Blalock
Mary Watts works the graveyard shift
at the Oxford. Miss., Baptist Memorial
I lospital emergenev room, hut she doesn't
deal in death.
Walts, a registered nurse and sexual
assault nurse examiner who works 6 p.m.
to 6 a.111., does sexual assault evidence
collection kits and said she sees as many
as several sexual assault victims per
week.
"We may do one (kit) a day, sometimes
we don't," Watts said. "Some weeks we
do none, some weeks we do two,
three, four."
Lxact numbers of kits done
in the LR were not available and

Watts added that the State covers the
cost of the kit, which includes a physical
exam and takes about an hour to perform.
Blood is sent to a lab to be tested for date
rape drugs if the victim does not remember
what happened during the incident or if
she thinks she has been drugged.
BulTie Yarbrough, volunteer program
director of the Family Crisis Services of
Northwest Mississippi, said that because
of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) passed in

exam, Lemmons said.
"We have a 24 hours hotline and we
have stall' volunteers when our office is
not open to otTer■ crisis intervention,"
Lemmons

said, “We

will

go

to

the

hospital and meet with victims while they
are having their kit done and while they
are talking with police.
"We do offer ongoing counseling free
of charge to the v ictim and we also do
prevention education in the community.
We will help clients through the legal
process while they are talking to the
DA'S office and during the entire
trial process."
Barbara
Collier,

phone calls to the director of the
LR were not returned by press
time.
Llise
Turner,
education
coordinator and forensic medical
trainer
for
the
Mississippi
C'oalition Against Sexual Assault,
is responsible for training medical
personnel on how to provide care
for victims of crime.
"I teach the use of the sexual
assault evidence kit," Turner
said. "'Rape kit’ is used in a slang
way all the time; it’s not correct. The kit
is just a collection of samples taken from
that person’s body. Then the person will
be offered medical care aspects such as
protection against STDs and pregnancy.
“It’s really important for people to
come in quick, come in early, because
they need health care."
Since the student health center on

kits prepared,” Yarbrough said. “When a
victim wishes, the hospital will make the
call to our line and let us know that we

campus docs not perform sexual assault
evidence collection kits, anyone who
thinks they are a victim of sexual assault
and wants a kit performed must go to
Baptist Memorial. Once there, they report
their assault to police.
“The law' requires (victims) to report
it,” Watts said. “It automatically gets
turned in to the attorney general’s office
in Jackson. The police will come to do
an investigation on it, but whether or not
(victims) pursue it is up to them."

are needed. The respondent is usually an
agency volunteer, because most calls do
happen after our agency hours.”
Lee Anne Lemmons, the executive
director of family crisis services, said that
last year they served 105 individuals in
Lafayette County that had been victims
of crime,.38 of whom were sexual assault
victims. Most of these were assaults by
acquaintances of the victims and most of
these victims did not file a police report
nor go to the hospital for a sexual assault

1996, the crisis center, serves victims of
sexual assault, homicide and other violent
crimes, no longer gets a call from Baptist
Memorial every time an assault victim
presents to the ER.
“We have no record of the number of

director

of

university health services, said that
part of the reason kits are not done at
the student health center is that often
victims need to get kits done outside
of office hours.
technical and
“Rape kits are very
complicated in that if they are not
done exactly right, the information
would be useless in court,” Collier
said, It takes someone who does
ensure that the
these repeatedly to
evidence is collected properly and
that the kit is done properly. These
need to be done in a situation where they
would be doing more of them.
Collier said''that the key to protecting
IS not
oneself from sexual assault
drinking.
“If people are incapacitated, they can t
give permission to have sex. 1 can almost
of the (sexual
tell you that 100 percent
assault victims) I’ve seen in my ten years
at student health, alcohol has always been
involved,” Collier said.
Collier encouraged student victims
to report the crime to UPD even if it’s a
difficult thing for them to do.
“You can’t change yesterday," Collier
said. “People’s futures can be drastically
changed, and if someone is incapacitated
or you have given someone something to
drink and they are asleep or they don t
know what they’re doing, it is rape. No
one should be able to do this to you."
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tips for

OY^rcomiiig the
feminist

\sk the a\i-rai;i' Xmci-icaii
lo «lcscrilu‘ a rcminist aiitl
thc\ miglil sa\ Inilcli.
luir<l(-ur(\ li-sWian. Nazi.
iVingi-. cvlrcim-. nian-lialiHii.
Tl\<‘\'rf \Moiii;.
1 Icrc's liou lt>
chant;c llicir minds.
U\ Meehan Blalock

Point out obscure sexism in
media ad\ ertisements that

\sk your friends if they beliex c
w omen and men should ha\ e

most people won t pick up on.
l'he> w ill be inspired to think
about things from a different
perspeeti\e.

eejual rights, ^^'hen - we hope
- the\' sa\' > es, tell them the\’
are all feminists and explain

wh\.
Speak up in a social situation
when someone says something
sexist or off'ensi\ e. Don’t be
harsh or rudc; just explain
calmly why their statement
offended \ou.
iS

I xt c\’cnonc know you arc a
feminist, and don't be harsh,
buteh, abrasi\ e or any of the
other negati\ e adjeeti\ es attaehed to feminism.

(io to CoyotcsCx)rncr.com
and order a “This is w hat a
feminist looks likc”l\shin:.
\\'car it around. Order some
for your frriends!

Kneourage \OLir male
feminist friends to be
forthcoming about their femi
nism. Openly feminist males
wall help to dispel the myth
that all feminists hate men.

Be open about wiio you arc.
I,et c\ en one know'\ou arc a
feminist and w ork to dispel
stcrcot\pcs by li\ing the
feminist life os a normal,
rational,sane w'oman.
Or man.
19
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Fighting will dcstro)- a new relationship
- I Icre’s how to handle \oiir signifieant
other's relationship with his(or her)ex

M
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orem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aliquam
tincidiint tortor nec felis. Aenean ac magna. Proin convallis neque
in lectus. Donee metus massa, laoreet ut, mollis quis, vestibulum
at, nibh. Curabitur justo. Aenean scelerisque tempor purus. Fusee
in leetus auetor areu volutpat vulputate. Maeeenas nee quam.
Nulla faeilisi. Sed pulvinar eomniodo ligula. Nunc sit amet metus.
Curabitur pretium ultrices nisi. Nam nec sem nec orci fringilla
cursus. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Maecenas placerat pede nec nisi. Mauris id risus id nunc
laoreet molestie. Curabitur porta dui sed est. Ut accumsan. Fusee
a ipsum. Etiam semper vu putate nibh. Fusee posuere volutpat
justo. Phasellus magna mauris, laoreet vel, luetus non, auetor ac,
est. Mauris malesuada. Etiam scelerisque lectus egestas metus.
Mauris vel sapien a nunc tristique vehicula. Donee nisi libero,
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eleifend sodales, ornare nee, imperdiet nec, nisi.
Phasellus interdum eleifend quam. In hac habitasse
platea diclumst. Sed in quam nec odio nonummy auctor.
Phasellus diam nunc, vehicula et, lacinia adipiscing,
varius nec, risus. Donee varius est a augue. Aliquam vel
eros. Proin congue, metus quis feugiat porta, libero ligula
tristique mauris, sit amet rutrum felis felis a quam. Cras
arcu urna, eleifend non, ultrices sagittis, ullamcorper
nec, enim.
Fusee dignissim. Phasellus posuere libero eu urna.
Ut viverra, ligula ut mollis iaculis, libero dolor eleifend
diam, condimentum tristique nunc metus sit amet
libero. Morbi ac orci id nunc nonummy consectetuer.
Sed bibendum felis non purus. Vestibulum pharetra
v'olutpat arcu. Nulla nisi magna, convallis at, fermentum
ut, semper nec, nisi. Phasellus interdum. Etiam velit.
Maecenas pulvinar, ipsum sit amet suscipit ornare,
lacus nunc vehicula sapien, quis luctus odio arcu eget
felis. Suspendisse fringilla dolor sed ligula. Aliquam est
ante, tincidunt in, elementum semper, pulvinar sed, elit.
Vivamus vel elit. Praesent massa magna, imperdiet in,
hendrerit in, sodales sed, arcu. Nam at arcu
Nulla lacus. Curabitur at nisi non elit consectetuer
blandit. Morbi mattis nonummy velit. Pellentesque
nonummy. Aenean ligula tellus, hendrerit quis, tincidunt
nec, dictum vitae, sem. Fusee nulla orci, venenatis sed,
interdum a, gravida dictum, purus. Donee ac nisi nec
metus porttitor consectetuer. Morbi pede. Vestibulum
mollis lobortis arcu. Vestibulum facilisis nulla non justo.
Vivamus nibh. Mauris sapien ante, porttitor in, dapibus
a, semper a, turpis. Suspendisse quis orci. Morbi at odio.
Duis pellentesque, diam at tempor suscipit, mauris nisi
placerat tellus, quis fermentum eros ante eu orci.
Vestibulum risus. Curabitur id orci non est porttitor
pharetra. Etiam euismod rutrum ipsum. Cras porttitor
nulla. Curabitur molestie. Donee pede est, vestibulum
ut, semper sit amet, ultricies id, urna. Donee scelerisque.
Duis dapibus. Donee id metus. Donee a augue id odio
convallis congue. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Donee placerat metus eget elit. Cras et augue eu sapien
faucibus dignissim. Vivamus ultricies neque. Sed eros
diam, ultrices nec, aliquam cursus, tincidunt sed, nisi.
1 ->
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Aenean id sem ac quam lobortis vestibulum
fe c
nfcl f
nulla

in

Wngilla, viverra quis, gravida sit amet
‘tongue adipiscing libero. Nulla posuere nisi et

Proin ipsum. Aliquam sagittis nibh a
w ii
porttitor vulputate dolor. Proin sit amet n-r'
.
sollicitudin vulputate. Cras a neoue PpHp t”
hendrerit nulla id lacus. Nullam dolor risus i
a, interdum ut, adipiscing et, massa. Nam ul'hmrn
molestie est. Duis rutrum.
'
*per
Duis volutpat risus eget diam. Cras eu
Aenean erat. Aenean suscipit tellus quis tortor PiAesent
consequat. Ut nulla diam, rutrum sodales auctor spH
vehicula m, urna. Donee ut ante sagittis odio sndalps
® tt.s oclio sodales
Donee libero arcu, lobortis vitae, iaculis ut nitnim
ac, hgula. Vestibulum non sem. Ut blandit viverra velit.

Siispendisse ullamcorper commodo odio. In nunc velit,
volutpat et, placerat nec, adipiscing non, ipsum. Duis et
purus eget arcu tincidunt tempor. Maecenas tristique
libcro vel felis. Cras suscipit tincidunt odio. Sed justo
urna, commodo et, aliquet vel, ullamcorper non, nisi.
Mauris tincidunt leo. Vestibulum suscipit nibh eu est.
Curabitur purus. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in
faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae;
Maecenas congue, ipsum non suscipit fermentum,
purus ligula tcmpus dolor, non fringilla pede quam
sed magna. Etiam sit amet magna. Fusee ornare, nulla
ut pretium rhoncus, nunc turpis suscipit enim, eget
vehicula dui nisi laorect elit. Duis tincidunt tristique
quam. Pellentesque non justo. Pellentesque adipiscing.
Cras accumsan enim sit amet mi. Pellentesque
viverra, eros ut blandit varius, elit mauris consectetuer
nisi, id gravida quam arcu ac urna. Integer mi. In
felis. Curabitur massa erat, accumsan nec, elementum
scelerisque, sodales id, magna.
Duis pretium dui quis orci. Nam a mauris eget
neque consectetuer adipiscing. Vestibulum ante ipsum
primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia
Curae; Integer eget quam egestas enim imperdiet rutrum.
Fusee mollis erat vel leo. Praesent molestie vestibulum
mi. Vivamus leo nisi, faucibus sit amet, volutpat sed,
accumsan eu, nulla. Nunc ac turpis. In justo erat, molestie
a, dictum vitae, ornare non, arcu. Fusee arcu.
Maecenas placerat pede nec nisi. Mauris id risus
laoreet molestie. Curabitur porta dui sed est.
Ut accumsan. Fusee a ipsum. Etiam semper vulputate
nibh. Fusco posuere volutpat justo. Phasellus magna
mauris, laoreet vel, luctus non, auctor ac, est. Mauris
malesuada. Etiam scelerisque lectus egestas metus.
Mauris vel sapien a nunc tristique vehicula. Donee nisi
libero, eleifend sodales, ornare nec, imperdiet nec, nisi.
Phasellus interdum eleifend quam.
jbabitasse platea dictumst. Sed in quam nec
nonummy auctor. Phasellus diam nunc, vehicula
et, lacinia adipiscing, varius nec, risus. Donee varius
r®* a augue. Aliquam vel eros. Proin congue, metus quis
^®“Siat porta, libero ligula tristique mauris, sit amet
rutrum felis felis a quam. Cras arcu urna, eleifend non.
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for all its citizens, this second-class treatment lias carried over. After all, women

ly been an option for women rather than
a necessitv’, and finally, the historical and

were not e\ en able to vote until 1920,

cultural domination of the workplace by

nearK- 150 years after this nation was
founded on the principles of freedom
and equalih’. Apparently, “freedom and
eciualih’”- e\ en in the great minds of our
founding fathers- did not apply to those
Ivorkplace equal- citizens with ovaries and vaginas.
Itv for women
And women are still feeling the efappears to be a fects of this maltreatment. Despite the
neverendingone. fact that women have had to fight for
Even \rith more the treatment they receive now, this
women
pursu
treatment is still not acceptable. When a
ing professional woman performs the same job as a man
careers, it still and does it just as well, under what pre
Tlie
straggle
for tenses is it acceptable to pay her 20 to
seems
that women in many career fields requiring college 30 percent less? Furthermore, how is it

men has put women at a distinct cornpetitive disadvantage,
Considering the factors Caplow
posits as significant in putting women
at a competitb-e disadvantage, it seems
that most of them are strongly rooted in

degrees are being paid anywhere from 70 legal?
The short answer is that it isn’t legal.
to 80 percent of what their male counter
parts get paid. Same le\’el of education. According to the Equal Employmentlaw,
employers are not allowed to discriminisame job: so why the giant wage gap?
In order to understand tills gap, a ate in hiring or in paiToll on the basis of
brief look at women’s histoiy in America gender alone- or race, ethnicity'or sexual
is necessary. The role of the woman in preference for that matter. And yet it still
American society continued as it had ex- goes on. Why?
Wliile there are a number of soisted throughout Europe prior to be start
of America: woman was caretaker, worn- ciological factors that go into causing
an was mother, woman was w'ife. VVTiile gendered inequality in the workplace,
women were considered valuable in their there are a few specific historical factors
as posited by sociolo
own way, they
were also con
gist Theodore Caplow
sidered SecondOil
prorc.s.sioiial (‘The Sociology of
Work’’) that affect this
class
citizens,
IIOMKMI uilh
inequality.
and the thought
(■<)II(‘W(' <I('1^IT(“,S
of
a
woman
Caplow
argues
that since the Ameri.slill ctirn 20 lo ‘lO
working outside
the house was
can workplace is fun
|)(‘l( (‘lll IcVS.S
beyond concep
damentally capitalistic
MNir iIkiii iIkmition.
in nature , gendered
Numerous
inequality is a result
inal(‘ couiili'riiai l.s.
sociological rea
of women’s inability to
sons for the sec
compete with men in
ond-class treatment of women could be the workplace. He attributes the followanalyzed and discussed, but that would
take hundreds of pages- or perhaps even
volumes- to accomplish. For now, just
know that basically since the beginning
oftime-for one reason or another-wornen have been considered the lesser coun-

ing characteristics of women’s lives to
weakening their ability to compete with
men in the workplace,
Firstly, women’s historical role and
social status as primarily mother and
housewife has put her at a disadvantage,

terparts of men in society.
Even in modem America, which is
career- and goal-focused and claims to
provide equal employment opportunities

Secondly, women’s economic role as
breadwinners or providers is considered
secondary to being mothers and wives,
Thirdly, paid employment has historical-

the histoiy’of our culture. The question

li

then becomes, since we cannot change the past, how do
women overcome this atmosphere created by histoiy so that
thev can compete on an equal level with men?
\Miile it ma.v take man_v years for women to accomplish
total equalitv- in the workplace, they can take steps to assure
that thev’ are not being taken advantage of.
They can emphasize to their superiors that whetlier or not
they have children will not affect the qualitv' of their work, and
thev- don't e.xpect it to affect their pay. They can ask for a break
down of the average pay for their line of work, and compare

that average to how much pav they are receiving.
Most importantlv, women should not be afraid to demand
what they know they deserv-e. It is believed that, histoncally.
women are satisfied with lower pay than men are.To the m^em-dav careerwoman: Don't be satisfied. Always demand what
you think you desen-e, and demand to be treated as <m equal.
You are more than “just” a woman;you are a worker ofAmenca.
As such, you deserve respect and,above a , equa treatmen .
.com.
AllimagescourtesyofCettylmages
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A lu'w colk-^T trnul sirs woiiu'ii
sli'i piiiij will) mils who ;iir jiisi I'ricnds,
fliiis will) air nol Innuls
and pi\s tliiw doii'i iwcn know.
h's no strings aiiaiiiod sex 1)111 does ii alVeei vonral)ilii\
lo lui\e a real irlaiionship?

hooked
Siony by Meghan Blaloek

essica’s long blonde hair is perfectly perform various levels of groping. After
groomed. It falls in consummate curls about lo minutes, Jessica and her guy
around her face and trails down her head upstairs where the guys’bedrooms
neck, which is bronzed to some shade are located so they can escape the loud
between caramel and sepia. Her slender music and, as some might put it, get to
back is almost entirely visible beneath know each other better,
a black halter-top that she has paired
******
with snug, dark-wash blue jeans. She
IS,
undeniably and by any applicable
standards, beautiful.
This scene is not an uncommon
“Oh my God, I’m so trashed!” she one. It has been played and replayed by
shouts at her girlfriend over the blaring
bass in the fraternity house at the
University of Mississippi as she bobbles
back and forth to the music. “I’m totally
going to hook up with one of these
guys!”
She and her friend casually sway
their way to the middle of an open space
where they know the males in the roomwho for the most part occupy the space
on the fringes-will look at nothing but
them. The men casually make their way
over to Jessica and her friend, begin
dancing behind them and soon Jessica
pairs off with a guy and so does her
friend. The pairs make their way off the
dance floor to the darker corners of the
room where they proceed to talk, kiss and

countless Jessicas, Nicoles and Ashleys
on college campuses across America,
including here at the University of
Mississippi- The dating tiends of the
latter 20"’ century are fading away and
practice of“hooking up” is becoming
more and more prevalent. The term itself
is a topic ofdebate because it is not clearly
defined in its daily use. Laura Sessions
Stepp, a reporter for The Washington
Post and author of the recent book
Unhooked: How Young Women Pursue
Sex,Delay Love and Lose at Both,said in
an inteiwiew that “hooking up” remains
purposefully ambiguous and undefined,
“[Hooking up]is sexual interaction
between two partners, anything from
kissing to intercourse,” Stepp said. “It’s

deliberately undefined, so when you
tell a frier>d yon hix^ked up, yon'rc
T«illy not telling them anything It's
a bt easier to siy, 'I hooked up last
night, th.in to fjy, '1 gave Johnny a
blow jnb last night”
Willow Nero, a snpbonxire
j.iiimalism ntijnr from Hay S». 1/ouis,
Miss, agrees that the term itself is
largely dubious.
'Unoking up is a very ambtguniis
term,* Nero said. 'I used to think it
meant sex. iSut friervds of mine totally
dis.igree so it s a great thing to ijy if
ynu just don't want people to know
Tfh.it really went on.'
For her book, Stepp spent time
with ninedilTerentyxrang women,three
from high sehoots in the Washington.
D.C., area atvd the cither siv from fJufce
llniveasity and Cieorge Washington
llni'.'ersih'- She became friends with
the young women nod spent time with
them as they went about their young
aivd naodern lis'cs. llKy discussed
e*/crylhing from sex to rdatiomhapa.
and the young wonaen provided
inught into the hooking up cuiturc
tlut has gained so much popular!^'in
the post ip years. From her research,
Stepp concluded that booking up has
its good points and its had ones.
‘What Ls seen as its greatest
strength eould Ixe, in my view, its
greatest weakness,' Stepp said. 'It
jlkrws young people to not be in i
rdaliixksbup with someooc.and yes, it
alFown jtou to be free from attnehnKnt.
but it also djoesn't proiide much joy
or mndi lasting pleasure, not jtat
physically but emotionally.
*l did talk to the jrrang women,
arrd in a couple eases young men,the
next morning [after
had hooked
up],and E notii^ a decided ahscnccof
joy and passion in their noace. I fell Kkc
they were missing out o« some of the
best thing)about relationships, whkh
is getting to know another person
not just phyiaeally hut mentally- and
enKirionaDy.'
While her research focused
primarily on theeffecla hooking up can
ha^v^ on women,she also found that it
can be harmful to young men as weJL
“^rm reluctant to »y that
[honking iipj hurts women ■mrc than
mcn,',Slqipsaid. ‘I think men also are
blurt by it in the seme that there are
a number of men out there who want

to be in rehtionships and can't find
prli who want to do that ojfiad a bt of
pressure from Ihrir bods to book up.1
think it hassome aerkms ramificatHns
for them-’’
Itut being said, Stepp alj»
intm'iewcd one TOimg nun at George
Washington University during hex
research concerning the effect of
hooking up on yxiung men. He told
her,*(iceaiae girls are more assertiw.,
h s easy for us to be asahofes.”

KHie for w>?mcn,’ tamilfa mbI
the one haod, wotnen tune the right
to cdctffile thrir soninlity and be
subjects irutcud of always obfects.
concernis that w^eciMdd cfjim that this
shows scrail liberitkxn of women but
_ weslill Irrein i wwld where wchive
inequality betwieen m« and wv)m«
ar>d particularly when it eomH to the
secoul double staodanL
*If ● wung woman is hoi^g up
_ if she would still cany the brunt of
or
a stignu of being eiHisidered a slut
whatesw when the y'oimg men who do
tins will be congratulated for it I’m

How the bonking up ailtnrc
plays into modem ,\mcrican fereanism
is comphmied. Some feminists aigne
tlut booking up is a feminist act
because women have every rj^t to
do what they want witb their bodies
and to express themsdwrs sexually
outside the confines of a committed
relatiooship.
Others, however, argue that
hooking up is acliialiy a tod of
revenge used In males to keep
womJt who studia base shown to
be outperforming men in college and
some careen, at bas' hv coercing the

assiuning we stiH ire in a patriarchal
cuiturc. It’s great to si^port ow own
autonomy as serial bei^ as wx>nrcn
and if we lived in a rnttwent erntwre
nurcbe
^ th»c wouldn't beoonsequenoes
^
ihatwohavetosufjer.
She also
bookiag up, beyond banng
nhikuophical andsocul consequcncesi,
T«l threat to thebeahh
eanposeat'crj
in the. United
and Ines of women
Stala.
‘We h«o a high ^al vmleoce
rile in this ®unt^ aiw ™
eampuscsu’ Camifh said. For one
in four vMinen, there wiH k an
attempted rape at some point in her
bfetime. I would he eoncaned about
the
NIC of
ape espoaifc'
as ilk connected to drinking and drng
use. Some of these young women are
choosiitg to trust men when in fict
they need to be aware of the dangers of
sexnil nolcnoe.’
, . .
Caifutb al» «*d that fensmBni
H aoincthmg women in our ealtoc
need to reeogpee and emfance

Because giiis
are more
assertive, it’s
e^sy for gu}^
to be
assholes.
mtolhinkang diat balingcasaail sexual
eoeountenHartiuOvbetter than long'
lermrelalionihips. ■
Still othem argue that bcMting up
b not feminid beeatoe women are not
actually taking a sexual Bance of Iheb
own, hut rather onh mimicicins what
moles base been doing for jTears^and
just because men have done it foveva
does not n>enn that it riioaU be the
behavior of choice.
Mary Carruth, director of the
Isom Center for Women and teacher
of gender studies, recognbes the
complex niturc of the bonking up
culture and aeknnwtedges its good and
hid eharicteristics.
'Snraality b such a complex

because sooety m a
« **i
not rccopirc the mheren equa ity
bejwwn women and men.
‘We bane a joungpr gjc^tmo
that has gotten OM to believing
that there's an equi! pktym^g ground
between men and womco. tarruth
said. “And there bnt. We aren't on an
equal playing ground. 1 worry about
a youngjer generation of women who
bdHcre this and who see feminbm oa
sonae ondhc’ftinges movenent that
doeink affect them. Hiey'reeonfldmft,
they're on the (bbth control) poll. Thty
think Ihinbey can engage in Ihb sort
of aexual acthily with men lh<^' don't
know well, and they apparenth’ arent
knowledgNble abmil the inequality

ai^8hecqnse<pigspoMafflTOftiiiomeiiLltoo^^
T^fbreeswoaraeiii'‘ssefiBefihiittheyajiev^iiad«ii%^|||«^
bodies and sonial sviilAbiSty.'^
Sbara Ooobitan, pcQ^aiin coofdniiitcir oft tbe IwiiP
Cemer foe Wonifitt, has intended
collc^ aciw
iti>& coantry. She wem to Aauom gtote Uefag^ fby fe g
wn^^^ate d^Fee„ oon^pleted hav
Indies
aJ) the Univei^ <rf Alkifcaflu aid a mw j^is^qg
PlLlXiii.h^lier«iiiia^teaaiaieUraref^Qflyfej^j*ipi
Orookstfoa, 26. haa witnessed ^licseet
^
lliroiisfeoriit hflff efimaaioqid cso^
o^ekHis oiKiiis H.
'^WlieiilTOan0iiiief^(atArtwiwiSta^|iB»iiis
aaioir%aiiidlsa(iiraBQ(tof[hoQ]dii8npya«4^qii9iiid.‘A
brtotfthep«q»teliida»fisstandAimldl«4alMHit,‘l^
ai?ewe?’lldefl0BtdybiK»cifTOinenwhoHtcni^^
ba^ fioc
iiinitipte says oi>d tlwii «
^^tefe,tbere^Giiai^afaiilQipqe9aitea|ilaaad<Qnf«^^aii.
VoQ hear and know abo<irtp«»|dewatiiiginidlpaarftagP to
baiiesac/
tfisnused She irdlaiiaqid^ betmai die
of booWiis op o® ooahge oKinimaM
aartiKiioiQy.
^We bow to he vn; dear> I
ttot ifti greet
thatmiineoacpbiKiMrtemtiBtrwidiniaf^
wraifity
beisaie UstocKsUiir Uh iiot wiiiiety^
were enomgogBd
to dm» Owifadaa aid«. “I tMok irt
Mopowering to mwoeit to beoonae mgre mgxn»iHe iiir
tbebBsreallptsrere.Itfaidch%dctriire«itilw1ire8M*feel
piessnrod tn^ If they domt wmrt to hm a«i^ | fM^iir tbo«
»OGI
reff0iaA|diWBd1h>t]ming#4s«rere|fipireltodia
nt.ItediiA:t£>e)rshiKd4ih>itii>thre<nrettoiii«re4iiilh^
OmlatoDelrewxiiretbttboakhwifflwitofl^^
move then ffiieia, and dwt ■ 4o«Me ataiidapd dfll reisis
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Piii\is. Miss., spoke out against hooking up and
said he didn't tliink it was all that common among males
at Ole Miss.
“1 personally don't see it happening with my guy
Iriends more often," Phillips said. “1 think people take
an attitude that 'random hook-ups' are generally a bad
idea, hut put themselves in that situation because of
alcohol, drugs, depression or some other outside source
that woidd affect their reasoning.
"Naturally college students on the whole are
promiscuous, hut isn't this just a cause and effect of a
previous generation's 'se.xual revolution'? I don't do
random hook-ups' myself, but I like to think that most
girls (and guys) wouldn't on normal circumstances.
Hoes it empower women? Well, no, because I fail to see
irresponsible acts as empowering; yeah, they are treated
more equal to men who are also irresponsible, but they
still are living an unhealthy lifestyle.”

Jessica hooked up with her fraternity boy that
night. Early the ne.xt morning she traipsed across
campus towards her dorm in her heels and those same
dark jeans; however, this time she donned an oversized
“Crawfish Boil” t-shirt and her blonde hair was slicked
back in a messy ponytail. She had hooked up. They
kissed. They made out. Perhaps they engaged in oral sex,
maybe they went “all the way.” And then she left.
Stepp argues that the anonymity associated with
hooking up—both between partners and afterwards
when participants tell their friends nothing other than
they “hooked up”—is what “unhooks” young women
from each other, from young men and from society as
a whole. Young people, she says, see being unattached
and uncommitted as a benefit of hooking up; however,
she argues that this type of detachment does not provide
any practice for real, committed relationships and can
lead to trust issues down the road.
Whatever the future may hold, it is certain that the
present is drastically different from the past: dating is
becoming more and more of a foreign concept as it is
replaced by parties, bar-hopping and hooking up. Young
women, it seems, whether self-proclaimed feminists
or not, no longer have the time—nor the desire—to be
wooed. They want a guy who can give them what they
want,keep his distance and be available when they want

him.
Only the future can dictate whether or not
this practice is healthy for young women and their
relationships, or how it will affect the feminist fight for
women’s equality. One thing seems certain: long-gone
are the days of mail-order brides. We appear to live in
the era of the phone-order boy toys.

All photos courtesy of Ciettylmages.com.
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The Representation of Women in News Media:
How Language, Discourse and Design Often
Perpetuate Patriarchal Sexism and Gender Bias

rint journalism in the United States
often credits itself with being instrumental
to most social movements that have taken
place in this country since it formed in
the latter 1700s.
Newspapers took a stance against
Great Britain during the American
Revolution, editors wrote editorials
speaking out against slavery in the late
1800s, photographers shot startling
images of black people being pelted
with water from hoses in Birmingham
in the 1960s—print journalists were
instrumental in furthering these and other

social causes in our history as a nation.
However, one could argue that print
journalists, in these fights for equality,
have often overlooked one particular
group and its fight. Women, who
comprise approximately half the U.S.
population, continue to be stereotyped
and marginalized by the print news media
in this country.
This marginalization and stereotyping,
rather than overt like it might have been
in the 1800s and early 1900s, is now
subtle and indirect, found not in direct
statements about women but rather in

iongimg^, the one af that
lap^ua^e an dascoarse to ccMTvey
certain images, and page de^gn.
In this paper II will foirtiier clarify
this poim and gh>e reoeait specif
examples to support it.
.4 Brii^ Uisl€>ry
h^Tipapers in the Onited States
did Dofi cover so^caied ^vromea^
anteceirt” stories untiQ the late idoots.
Editors showed their gender Idas
more blatantly in those days,placaag
the otoiiea near odvert^emei^ for
prodiirts that womiepim^ be most
antereated in. (Preamnably these
adveitisemcnts were limited to
prodnrtsnsedhithehonaeorontbe
fo rm^ since those were the spheres
women priptartly inhabitedL) But
perhaps one of the most well^
Iknormj exampies of gender bm in
the news niedia llapp€^n^d In
and an^>olvBd somebcaa, atrarii cam
and a touch of erroneaus reporting.
Even thongh by 3969 many
fenrinists had been marching for pay
eqfuirty, right to work, andedueation,
the news medao for the large part
tgporc»d th@e marches and instead
focused cm a feminist protesfi of the
Mi^ Amertea pageant.
A reporter falsely reported that
the protesters tossed some podded
bms In a trash can and then ht the
pile of bras on ifire. While they did
throw the bras into a troidi pan,
there was no jbrtori ^hro bnming.^
Off coufise becamse of the ori^hial
fafeeireport, the olreadphi#! media
ottentloia on the pageant, and the
sopiwsedly rovofintlanaiiy natisro of
the protest, the news media |om|ied
on the ddery and hvtehed onto the
phr
^Bira burning mpidfy heeaaae
assorted whh the fommirm of
the teme and the two> oom^Dts are
Btii iinitod today=»ai because of a
dangsroen eondiination of gender
bias. sensatjtonaliBm and shoddy
reportang.
Aboi^twen^yearslaleroneBnds
onc^her sdgjolScont but equally (or
pcohaps more) ^bocblng example of
gender biota In the ^int news nmdio.
Tftap Sew York Times, whidi boa its
own Btyls lhafl nrilteev honomries
anch as ^Dr.'" and '"Wr.®‘ prim? to

indivld^ls' !i^ i>»n^ op sa^dl
pad ^ofgaa&ilyoaieqf|l)e
anoat v^speded pawipppeaw ia the
worldfyc^aioiiirpiifistscstapifyohii.
did not ofR^ly roopdse
aiapfyiiig a slo^ (not nmtried or
widowed)woanaiii<»ts an bonoriBc to
be used In its Tories until 1^7.
lit is bue rimt in %9^7 th^ «oa
less need for the honorary
bemnee there were fewer
women in Amer^ however, one
woold oepert one of the premier
newspipefs in the warU to be a Idt
more h^ward thinhipg. If the ffops
^
■*
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d"!! AUicfnTii erfr'ra'frf/4TI *
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Xxl.© WOl^dXl. ^olCL
tllSt til© VljC©
^Fkl' nflmP

p^hpillon irith prior caieridepiiiap
|o the fid’s^ectaepiaenas.
Hie news medial Imi^ger for
senaaHoqiialissBc storiei, ei^t^lfilfy
those tto ii«iiM hpther olie^Hte on
already isolated feiinhi^ moveftient;,
eacaed the si£UUpriS!Sst Ihi^oisth!
osa^atioi) of Eemonkm efth bn
bomliig.
And siipgle women were not even
adwowledg^ by Hte Hew I'anfc
Hnw' ingnhdic sfyle nil® niitil
the bite i^qsl White the|ript news
meiha tic^ay does a better Job of pot
tseetlngeHtmeniastfae’^otb^hBlffof
the popnlotisp, csamiptes of gepder
bios
eshd and can potentiaify
baveseriooBDamfiflmSfopsw
deifidcr
in hbo Prial
H&om Mcd&E TkfOoffa £iBBesca»
,E^Binn;|ilcp^ annf

^

^ w= .

*fb6 dpses for i^itoer Im^d
lan^mge
pagpderigQin bh^
dpy pni^ pews media *re pmltsfoMa
and many diffsmii theortes o^
dWIterePt rsaoma for the ongomiS
ratef^Fre^etriion of iinipmt
StdilOIJL SIOOCL
^j^mination against womePi
^©Fy
|p t^nsfoopia at dMforept fyp® of
medha ondets has been doeaniepled
^
ip rtpdles done sifwe the ipdos. One
studSy done in 99^ Inld ^ sfoty «f
a woman w^ applied for a pe^aon
HO
a* a lefBfBteioB ^tion; the
'ni
9*ld that the rim prmMepftjm
atatfon stood sety riomto her m
jsaWt *We don't haw oiyuimg ri^
yOH lliCKr
now, bnt weeouM pnahaMy arrai^
somethlPg-©o yw
And wMte flm pewsmom off a
changed Ihear serfat poli^ 01^ no bfpaite^ arm of the nesm
yearn ago, wW et to be mep^ted can be dia^imPy ^IfetoPtfoom the
of some of die neaspapem
leas nevfafooiEi fomid in a newspaper or
qimlity?
magwd^ tWa micomiter, wtrich
m of them esamptes iBnstorie happened tern than *n yearn
is
the print news m^ha'^ am of lndhntli» of a wlde^pmadl prohtem
laiigiiageandpagederignthrtin^ont that often gem minotleed by the
history to mteregiresent women and imecBa themwiws! old“f»^ianfid
the %ht ^ women's
to the patrlir^t scrimn.
pifolfo at large. Wmnen in Ihe iSOds
#wne mgaid this horrier os the
were assoeiatod w^ pimlnets for most Important one pfeirentii^
the home a»| the form, so news adeqsiito and «mianprteto
storiss about or olmnll at vmmep ofwmneiiip newsenwmie.
Anmher obsta^ peamntmig
were plieod nmr advertisements for
these pcodmds; It^ h^ify dnbiBable tsnfy foir tieatmmit of women in
that^mep^ storim^ (in othar wmdsp print new® ooverage is the *te?mioe
riltheotbm'stortmindieiicw^mper nf women hnm the Bpal deririonp
or msgadne) were onfy plooed in the maklnispfv^mav

Since the linal decisions regarding tlie language and
layout ol the publication come from those in charge, the
lack ol women in the decision-making process basically
etpiates to a lack of women in upper management
positions. This problem is rooted, among other things,
in the poor parental leave policies in the United States
and tlie pressure women often feet to be the primary
caretaker of familial responsibilities,
bile this luohlem is one that affects many women
in ditterent careers acro.ss the U.S., women who try to
work in journalism feel its effects more acutely. After all,
journalism is the production of news and news happens
●J4 hours a da\’. seven days a week.
So the joli of any journalist, mate or female, is, in
some ways, never really done. Add to this stressful
situation the never-ending job of family care and you
have a reeijH' for failure that primarily affects the female
halt of the population.

Because of the disproportionate effect poor parental
leave policies have on women, they are less likely than
men to hold upper management positions, especially in
the field ofjournalism.
When the newsroom lacks diversity, especially in the
upper levels of management, the publication reflects this
shortcoming.
According to their masthead, out of 13 news editors,
editors at
managing editors and assistant managing
The New York Times, three are women. Three out of 13
is about 25 percent, which is not as low as it could be,
but is still not ain-where near representative of the U.S.
population at large, which is split about half and half
between women and men.
This minority of women on the editorial staff most
likely contributed to a recent editorial decision that
placed a story that directly affected women in a secondary
position to a more sensationalist story.

I h« speci fic recc^nt e^xamp}e ia the front pige of tbo
Timex from April !●>. aoo?. 1T>e story abonl thesbootinga
at Virginia Tcoh was still new, and more information
came daily about Seung Hui Cbo, the stadeot who shot
and killed 31 people before kilbng himself.
A large portion of the population presamibly wanted
to kr>nw why he did what he did, whni would have
motivated him to go on a killing spree.
llenausie of this desire from the public, tbe Timms
made the decision to run a photo of Cho brsndistimg two
handguns out to his sides abox>e the fold in the left-hand
corner of the front pageThe ethics behind the decision to run the photo in
the first place arc questionable in themsehe^ but
decision to run the story and place it ao pr^inratl^n
the layout does not inhetenlly illnslrale gender baas. The
story th-ey chose to run right ocort to it does.
it just sw happetsed thsi on April i«. the ^y teforc
this puper was printed, the .Sopreme Court decided in
Cionr.ales v. Carbart to uphold a federal ban on so-called
‘partial birth’ abortion.
In a page design decision
reflects i^he%cat gender bias.
foMfo
story about ih<- <'o«rt'a Aecww* abaw theMd in^
right hand comer-directly
the pholO <«
Since the Virginia Tech story was ao proimi»«,r mi tha\
time, placing it on the front page w«. one couM argue.
gc design wa. such that the picture

*●“

'

™S^iinrtnVtwo guns in opposite direch^s.

trS omS *b‘>rtion ban decision- - decision that

downplay the role of ditcowrste in the battle foe wxm»en‘s
eqaatity in society,
Language is often seen as an issue of miniscule
imporUnce in the grander schenae of women's rights
hei^iue language is often viewed as
words’ as
opposed to instniments of power,
The pbiloaopher Uiebel Foucault argsies that
discourse is the outlet through which the plsy of power
in Western cnlture is expressed. In his view, since people
are the refaicles of power instead of yost representations
of bow it is applied, bow individuals nse language
(discourse) becomes a material manifestation of bow we
distribute paw^er in oar society,
His argument changes the debate over disconnse
into one not over *^juit words,' bnl into a contest for
‘IbcTeforc the language of the print news media —
inchidmg page design, which is a type of \naiul or artistic
hngnsge-serres ns a representatioo of the viewpoints of
swe^lhe nwHl powerful individusla (at least in terms
of mo^ of communication ) in the country,
●*** subtle scidsm and mar^naiization of
««■
Ao disconmc of prani news
ilh^a^ Aat the power within the print news media
“ sttll m the hands of individuaU who hold at least
KJWCWlul arxhi riewpoiats.
^aiili
dktcwion.making for those m
i
of

Austmtedby^bcit

Uki *n«giaali«n"7.^^i^,!!“S

oviir lime,

-'"S.ir.ier
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fact-cheefa^, ,he

then not
to

f,i J'l’int JS eifs
ntatsnt

girt^"

hias in the media, generally speakins.oceplahle in aoesety at large.
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Steak with a side ofsexism
I -it'e in till:(.DmiiK.'a'ial a-sr.uii'.int iiuliism
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llliougli 1 have considered invself a
feminist for \ ears. it was only recently
- —^bat I encountered first-hand gender
discrimination from my male co-workers in an
upscale Italian restaurant,.-\ftera few weeks of
working there, my co-workere began to make
sexual jokes about me. At first I didn't think much
of it. because the comments were relatively few'
and harmless, but after a time, not a da\' went
bv without a comment about my breasts or an
inappropriate question concerning my sexuality.
It seemed that this was how these men spoke
to women; in a strange wav,it seemed like they
resen ed their se.xist comments only for those for
whom they felt respect—a rite of passage ofsorts.
It's hard to be a feminist in such an eiwironment,
where vou're torn between swallowing your anger
to keep decent relations irith your cow orkers and
blowing up in their misogynistic faces. Wfoile it
frustrated me, 1 played along with the game,even
wondering myself if I was ov erreacting.
When I heard a co-worker make an offensive
remark about a homosexual customer,1 finally
decided 1 needed to talk to my manager.Se.xism
is bad enough,but homophobia meant 1 could no
longer keep my thoughts to myself. My manager’s
reaction was so undenvhelming that my eyes
watered with anger;'‘Christine, it’s not a big
deal.'V'ou have to let some things go.” Was my
manager—who happened to be a woman—right?
Should I have let the comments go?
It’s disturbing that another woman can stand
by while sexist comments are being made and not
say a word.There’s a difference between jokes
made between friends and jokes made between
co-workers—there are obvious boundaries that are
not to be crossed. Working in a male-dominated
environment made me realize how acceptable,even
encouraged, sexist attitudes have become.
Judging customers on how good their
cleavage was or how short their skirts were, most of
the men in the kitchen regarded every female who
walked in the restaurant as a potential sex partner.
If she wasn’t “hot” enough,she was completely
ignored; the ones deemed attractive enough were
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often the subject oflewd conversation.
Interestingly enough,the same men I worked
with who were offensive and se.vist in a group were
respectful and courteous one-on-one. I couldn't
decide if I w-as more disturbed by the possibility
that my co-workers were actually sevist, ofifthey
were only pretending to gain approval oftheir
peers. Is the objectification of women a requisite
for male strength and virility? 1 think of the 21st
centiuy as more progressive than that- that
“strong" men and women are those who don’t tiy
to subjugate anyone and who speak out against
discrimination, even when it goes against the group
mentality.
I asked other women 1 knew about their
experiences in the workplace and their attitudes
towards their unequal treatment in the workplace
was also unsettling. While many e.xpressed their
dissatisfaction, there were others who dismissed it
as hannless,saying,“Oh,you know how men are
when they get together.”
This response is unsatisfactory for two
reasons. One, I refuse to indulge in stereotypes of
men,even if I myself have been subject to many
gender stereotypes. Not all men choose to objectify
women.Two,these women’s responses imply that
not only are men incapable of controlling their
sexist tendencies, but that some women consider
unabashedly prejudice viewpoints inherently
"manly” and thus somewhat channing,
I could launch into a possible e.xplanation of
why certain men feel the need to treat women as
inferior; maybe intelligent women intimidate them,
or perhaps they genuinely don’t understand how
offensive and incorrect their viewpoints are. After
only sLx months of quite mild discrimination, 1 am
already tired of making excuses for se.xism, and'
more importantly, I am tired of“letting it go”.
Every time I hear an offensive comment
and say nothing, I am tacitly approving of that
person’s sexist opinions. I know I alone can’t rid
the world ofsexism,but I can do my part by being
bold enough to speak out against discrimination ^
and by i-efusing to become ambivalent towards the
inequalities women still face todav.
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